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Mindset
• A set of expectations that influence 

thinking and behavior

• function mindsets (Duncker, 1945)

Duncker’s (1945) Candle Problem

You have a candle, a box of tacks, and a 
matchbook.  How can you attach the candle
to the wall so that wax won’t drip on the 
table when the candle is lit? 

Stereotypical box function:  container for tacks

Novel function:  platform for candle

Stereotypical function:  air circulation

Novel function:  leaf blower
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Stereotypical A/C function:  cooling room

Novel function:  cooling a beverage

Stereotypical function:  bathroom seating

Novel function:  horseshoe substitute

Mindset
• A set of expectations that influence 

thinking and behavior

• function mindsets (Duncker, 1945)

• identity mindsets (Steele, 1994)

Celebrating Social IdentitiesCelebrating Social Identities

In the perception of society my 
athletic talents are genetic; I am 
a likely mugger or a thief; my 
academic failures are expected; 
and my academic successes are

Social Identity Stigma

and my academic successes are 
attributed to others.  To spend 
most of my life fighting these 
attitudes levies an emotional tax 
that is a form of intellectual 
emasculation.

-Dr. Neil de Grasse Tyson

Director, Hayden Planetarium
New York City

Social Identity Stigma Affects Interaction

Brent Staples is an African-American who writes 
for the New York Times.  When Brent was a  
student at the University of Chicago in the 1970s, 
he realized that merely walking down the street 
near white people  made them uncomfortable, 
especially women.  Oftentimes they would avoid 
him or cross the street to get away from him. 

He realized from this kind of behavior that they 
were seeing him through the lens of a negative 
stereotype about African-Americans in that 
neighborhood, that perhaps as a young black 
male, he might be violent. And it was making his 
whole experience of the situation tense and 
awkward.  He figured out a way to diffuse the 
tension:  he whistled Vivaldi’s Four Seasons.  Not 
exactly the sort of tune one would expect a 
hoodlum to be whistling, right?  It worked – the 
white people relaxed.
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Social Identity Stigma 
Affects Academic Interests

Danicka McKellar, Co-Author  of the 
Chayes-McKellar-Winn Theorem
in real analysis (mathematics)

Danicka McKellar, Actress/Model

I told my literary agent I want to help 
middle-school girls stay interested in 
math and be good at it, and see it as 
friendly and accessible and not this 
scary thing. Everyone else in society 
tells them it's not for them. It's for 
nerdy white guys with pocket 
protectors. This is how 75 percent of all 

Social Identity Stigma 
Affects Academic Interest

p p
science is depicted on television. 

The message they're getting instead is: 
It's really cool to be dumb. Look at 
Jessica Simpson. She's famous for 
being dumb. I guess it started with 
Marilyn Monroe, and she actually 
wasn't that dumb, but that's how she 
was perceived -- and that's what got 
popular.

- Danica McKellar (2007)

Ahem...

Social Identity Stigma Internalizing Identity Stigma

Internalizing Identity Stigma Internalizing Identity Stigma
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Internalizing Identity Stigma
Psychological discomfort people experience when they are 
concerned about a) being judged in terms of a negative social or 
personal stereotype or b) doing something that would 
inadvertently confirm the stereotype.

Stereotype/Social IdentityThreat
(Steele & Aronson, 1995)

stereotype
i li tis salient

apprehension,
distraction 

intellectual
disruption

resemble
stereotype

Stereotype Threat Scenarios

black students making class 
presentation to white students, teachergirls, women taking math tests

males in nursing programs male prof lecturing on sexist 
communication at Bryn Mawr

Stereotype Threat Scenarios

The “Tongue-Tied Technocrat” Stereotype Threat 
Hypothesis (Fallows, 2004; Aronson & McGlone, 2008)

Dan Quayle, 1992 George W. Bush, 2008

Stereotype Threat and 
Academic Achievement

• ST is a situational phenomenon that can account
for a significant portion of ethnic and gender
gaps in test performance and academic 
achievement.   

• ST elicited by cues operating in the classroom 
and/or testing context.    
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Gender Differences in 
Math Performance

Men
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Test Description
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Aronson & McGlone (1999)
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Conclusions from ~ 250 Published 
Studies on Stereotype Threat

• Impairment occurs both on tests and in terms of 

GPA 

• Impairment on tests results from anxiety, reduced 

working memory capacityg y p y

• not typically a function of giving up

• fMRI studies show that threat elicits high 

amygdala activation

• Can arise as a function of simply mixing students

Mindset
• A set of expectations that influence 

thinking and behavior

• function mindsets (Duncker)

• identity mindsets (Steele)

• intelligence mindsets (Dweck)

When Do You Feel Smart?
• It’s when I don’t make any mistakes.

• When it’s really hard, and I try really hard, and I can do
something I couldn’t do before.

• When I finish something fast and it’s perfectWhen I finish something fast and it s perfect.

•When I work on something a long time and I start to figure it
out.

• When some problem I couldn’t solve at the beginning of
class is easy by the end of it.  

• When something is easy for me but other people can’t do it.

When Do You Feel Smart?
• It’s when I don’t make any mistakes.

• When it’s really hard, and I try really hard, and I can do
something I couldn’t do before.

• When I finish something fast and it’s perfectWhen I finish something fast and it s perfect.

•When I work on something a long time and I start to figure it
out.

• When some problem I couldn’t solve at the beginning of
class is easy by the end of it.  

• When something is easy for me but other people can’t do it.

When Do You Feel Smart?
• It’s when I don’t make any mistakes.

• When it’s really hard, and I try really hard, and I can do
something I couldn’t do before.

• When I finish something fast and it’s perfect
Fixed vs. Growth

MindsetWhen I finish something fast and it s perfect.

•When I work on something a long time and I start to figure it
out.

• When some problem I couldn’t solve at the beginning of
class is easy by the end of it.  

• When something is easy for me but other people can’t do it.

Mindset
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Implicit Intelligence Mindsets
Dweck, 1999, 2008

Fixed Mindset Growth Mindset

Implicit Intelligence Mindsets
Dweck, 1999, 2008

• Intelligence is fixed
– Trait largely determined by nature

• Intelligence is malleable
– Quality that can be increased through 

nurture

Fixed Mindset Growth Mindset
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Fixed Mindset Growth Mindset

Desire similar outcome
• achieving good scores, doing “well”
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• Intelligence is malleable
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Fixed Mindset Growth Mindset

Desire similar outcome
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Different motivation for pursuing this outcome

Implicit Intelligence Mindsets
Dweck, 1999, 2008

• Intelligence is fixed
– Trait largely determined by nature

• Intelligence is malleable
– Quality that can be increased through 

nurture

Fixed Mindset Growth Mindset

• Learning goals
– seeking to develop ability

• Performance goals
– seeking to validate ability

Desire similar outcome
• achieving good scores, doing “well”

Different motivation for pursuing this outcome

Implicit Intelligence Mindsets
Dweck, 1999, 2008

• Intelligence is fixed
– Trait largely determined by nature

• Intelligence is malleable
– Quality that can be increased through 

nurture

Fixed Mindset Growth Mindset

• Learning goals• Performance goals

Desire similar outcome
• achieving good scores, doing “well”

Different motivation for pursuing this outcome

“The main thing I want when I do my 
school work is to show how good I am 
at it.”

“In school I am always seeking 
opportunities to develop new skills 
and acquire new knowledge.”
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Implicit Intelligence Mindsets
Dweck, 1999, 2008

Fixed
Mindset

Growth
Mindset

Goal Look smart, even if 
sacrificing learning

Learn new things, 
even if hard or risky

Failure Means low intelligence Means low effort; poorFailure Means low intelligence Means low effort; poor 
strategy

Effort Means low intelligence Is the path to 
increased intelligence

Strategy after difficulty Less effort Increase effort

Implicit Intelligence Mindsets
Dweck, 1999, 2008

Fixed
Mindset

Growth
Mindset

Goal Look smart, even if 
sacrificing learning

Learn new things, 
even if hard or risky

Failure Means low intelligence Means low effort; poorFailure Means low intelligence Means low effort; poor 
strategy

Effort Means low intelligence Is the path to 
increased intelligence

Strategy after difficulty Less effort Increase effort

Performance after 
difficulty

Impaired Equal or improved

What is your Mindset?

• Your intelligence is something very basic about you 
that you can’t change very much. __________. 

• You can learn new things but you can’t really change 
how intelligent you are. .g y __________

• No matter how much intelligence you have you can 
always change it quite a bit. __________.

• You can always substantially change how intelligent 
you are. __________.

In my ideal classroom environment, students would…

1. participate in a learning community in which teachers 
and students work together to increase everyone’s 
knowledge

2. feel comfortable enough to take risks and take on g
intellectual challenges

3. ask constructive questions and engage in meaningful 
discussions about content

In my ideal classroom environment, students would…

1. participate in a learning community in which teachers 
and students work together to increase everyone’s 

Positive Identity Mindset:
feel like they
belong there

Growth Mindset:
understand that learning

takes effort and persistence

knowledge

2. feel comfortable enough to take risks and take on 
intellectual challenges

3. ask constructive questions and engage in meaningful 
discussions about content 

1. Positive Identity Mindset
- Eliminate Stereotype Threat Cues

Cultivating Adaptive Achievement 
Mindsets Among Students 

- Cultivate Sense of Belonging

2. Intelligence Growth Mindset

- Framing Learning Activities

- Feedback
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RISE 
Reframing Evaluation Activities

Identity Inoculation

SShaping Mindset with Instruction and Feedback

Educating about How Minds Work and Learn

Reframing Evaluation Activities

• Academic Performance  Intellectual Ability + Skill + Effort

• Stereotype-threatened students worry about confirming
negative ability stereotypes

• Math ability:  Girls can’t do math
• Intellectual ability:  Black people aren’t intelligent

• Tests (especially standardized tests) are commonly framed
as measures of ability

• Avoid “ability framing” in favor of “skill framing”

• When possible, avoid calling an evaluation a “test”

Cues to Stereotype Threat:  
Test Framing
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Test Description

Aronson & McGlone (1999)Aronson & McGlone (1999)

How can you reframe evaluative activities 
in your class to reduce stereotype threat?

General Frames By Subject

• Test vs Snapshot English: ?• Test vs. Snapshot English:  ?
History:  ?
Math:  ?
Social Studies:?

How can you reframe evaluative activities 
in your class to reduce stereotype threat?

General Strategies By Subject

• Test vs Snapshot• Test vs. Snapshot

• Quiz vs. Checkup

• Exam vs. Portfolio

How can you reframe evaluative activities 
in your class to reduce stereotype threat?

General Strategies Specific Areas

• Test vs. Snapshot History: Reenactment?Test vs. Snapshot History:  Reenactment?

• Quiz vs. Checkup Geography: Expedition?

• Exam vs. Portfolio             English:  Critique?
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Identity Inoculation

• People have multiple identities:  daughter, sister, student,
Texan, Latina, etc.

• Stereotype threat derives from a stigmatized identity

• stigmatized group identity:  ethnicity, gender, class   
•stigmatized personal identity:  e.g., “kid who stutters”

• Inoculate students from ST by making stigmatized identities
less salient and positive identities more salient

• Encourage students to think of themselves as complex and
multi-faceted; promotes resilience (Linville, 1993)

Cues to Stereotype Threat:  
Identity Salience

woman Latina
daughter   sister                aunt

Texan                        Houstonian
UT student            biology major               

athlete                 
girlfriend

Ascribed
Vs. 

Achieved
Identities

Situationally salient
identity can boost
or impair intellectual
performance

Vandenberg Mental 
Rotation Test (MRT)

• produces largest documented gender gap in any  
cognitive ability (Halpern, 1992; De Lisi, 2001)

• a meta-analysis containing 286 data sets and 100,000 
participants found a highly significant male advantage for 
mental rotation (d = .9); this pattern remains stable
across age and has decreased little in recent years.

Identity Salience Influences Women’s 
Mental Rotation Performance

McGlone & Aronson (2006). Journal of Applied Developmental Psychology.

Identity Salience Influences Women’s 
Mental Rotation Performance

McGlone & Aronson (2006). Journal of Applied Developmental Psychology.

Identity Salience Influences Women’s 
Mental Rotation Performance
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• What are some positive achieved identities
your students possess?

• How can you make students more mindful of• How can you make students more mindful of 
positive achieved identities and less concerned 
about stigmatized ascribed identities?

• “MULTIPLE ME” Activity (Paramoure, NBISD)
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• “MULTIPLE ME” Activity (Paramoure, NBISD)

# of achieved identities & GPA:  r = .46 (N = 124)

• “MULTIPLE ME” Activity (Paramoure, NBISD)

# of achieved identities & GPA:  r = .46 (N = 124)

• Personalized Application Assignments

Apply class concepts to one or more of your
“MEs”:  e.g., Biology Class:

Gamer:  Wrist structure Daughter:  Genetics
Band Geek: Respiration Artist: Sensory Proc. 

• “MULTIPLE ME” Activity (Paramoure, NBISD)

• Personalized Application Assignments

•Jigsaw Classroom (Aronson et al., 1978)

• Cultivate a sense of belonging by 
making learning relationally interdependent

Shaping Students’ Intelligence Mindset
(Dweck, 1999, 2008) 

Achievement Attribution

To what do students attribute their 
academic successes and failures?

Achievement Attribution

To what do students attribute their 
academic successes and failures?

Internal or
External?

•Ability/talent                       I

•Effort                                   I

•Difficulty of Task               E

•Bias                                    E

•Luck                                   E
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Achievement Attribution

To what do students attribute their 
academic successes and failures?

Internal or        Stable or
External?        Unstable?

•Ability/talent                       I                       S

•Effort                                   I                       U

•Difficulty of Task               E                      U

•Bias                                    E                      S

•Luck                                   E                      U

Achievement Attribution

To what do students attribute their academic 
successes and failures?

Internal or        Stable or        General or   
External?        Unstable?       Specific?

•Ability/talent                       I                       S                      G

•Effort                                   I                       U                      S

•Difficulty of Task               E                      U                      S

•Bias                                    E                      S                      G

•Luck                                   E                      U                      G

Achievement Attribution
How can you provide feedback that 
encourages students to make esteem-
preserving attributions?

Internal or        Stable or        General or   
External? Unstable? Specific?External?        Unstable?       Specific?

•Ability/talent                       I                       S                      G

•Effort                                   I                       U                      S

•Difficulty of Task               E                      U                      S

•Bias                                    E                      S                      G

•Luck                                   E                      U                      G

The Problem with Praise 
(Dweck & Mueller, 1992)

• 400   5th grade students, New York

• Randomly divided into two groups

• Given individual nonverbal IQ test• Given individual nonverbal IQ test 
consisting of puzzles (easy)
– Group 1. Praised for intelligence

• You scored ____. You must be smart at this.

– Group 2. Praised for effort
• You scored ____. You must have worked really 

hard.

• Later, students given a choice of tests:
– More difficult test but you’ll learn a lot

– Easy test, similar to the first one

The Problem with Praise 
(Dweck & Mueller, 1992)

Easy test, similar to the first one

Choose Difficult Test Choose Easy Test

Ability Praise 23% 77%

Effort Praise 86% 14%

• Praise effort, not ability!

• Praising effort encourages achievement 
attributions that are:

– Internal (I made this happen)

– Unstable (I can do it if/when I work at it)

– Specific (I did well this time)
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• What kind of feedback should you give students
when they experience difficulty?

• What kind of feedback should you give students
when they experience difficulty?

– External (e.g., The test was challenging.)

– Unstable (There’s room for improvement in your algebra skills)

– Specific (You had difficulty on this particular test)

NOT

– Internal (History isn’t your strong suit)

– Stable (You just don’t seem to get fractions)

– General (You’re not a verbal learner; You’re not doing well in the 
class)

McGlone & Anderson (2012)
Metaphoric Communication to Motivate Learners

Main Research Goal

• To consider how a “mind as muscle” metaphor 
can encourage non‐math majors to adopt a 
growth mindset relevant to statistical literacy.

Methods: Experimental Conditions

• Test Only

• Literal Growth Feedback 
– Correct/incorrect and progress indicator

• Metaphorical Growth Feedback• Metaphorical Growth Feedback 
– Avatar works out in response to correct answers.

• Males get noticeably more muscular than females. 

– Metaphorically‐consistent text feedback

Example: Metaphor Condition
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Framing feedback in terms of the “mind as muscle” 
metaphor resulted in participants accepting more 
learning challenges and scoring better (p <.01) than 
those receiving literal growth or control feedback.
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Norman Doidge on the Neuroplasticity Revolution

Educate Students About 
How Minds Work

Neuroplasticity and Driving Knowledge

“Brain Fitness” for Kids (PBS) 

Learning about the Learning Brain
(Aronson & McGlone, 2008; in progress)

• High School Intervention (9th

graders,NYC, 2003)

• Regents Examination:  NY State 
High School Achievement 
Examination

• Math Regents Prep Day Activities: 

Control

Growth Mindset 
Promotion

Growth Mindset 
Internalization

“Stay in School”

film

“The Learning 
Brain” film

“The Learning 
Brain” film

Essay on career 
goals

Essay on career 
goals

Letter to “at risk” 
student about 
learning

Skill review, 
practice

Skill review, 
practice

Skill review, 
practice
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Implications For our Work as Teachers

• Understand and teach students that intelligence, 

performance, and motivation are fragile; learn to 

expect ups and downs

• Teach students that intelligence can expand

• Expose students to role models who, like them, 

experienced difficulties and overcame them.

• Use cooperative group work; reduce competition

• Give feedback in ways that don’t undermine 
motivation  -- focus on effort, not “ability,” even when 
performance is poor.

Matthew S. McGlone

Department of Communication Studies

The University of Texas at Austin
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